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Choose Champion Fiberglass® conduit for buried transmission lines to reduce the risk of wildfires and 

natural disasters and eliminate the risk of imposed blackouts.

After a volatile and destructive 2021 wildfire season, California utilities now have plans to bury thou-

sands of miles of power lines to reduce wildfire risk throughout the state. 

From galvanized rigid steel to PVC, there are many types of electrical conduit to choose from for a 

utility project such as this. But none offer the light weight, easy installation, strength, and durability of 

fiberglass conduit.

Fiberglass conduit is the wise choice to protect cable in a buried installation because:

• Unlike galvanized rigid steel conduit, fiberglass conduit resists corrosion.

• Unlike PVC SCH 40, SCH 80, and PVC-coated steel, fiberglass conduit is fault-tolerant. With fiberglass 

conduit, the cable does not melt or weld to the inside of the conduit.

• Champion Fiberglass conduit is UL listed conduit with high dielectric strength

A Lightweight, Less Costly Solution for Buried Transmission Lines
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• Its low coefficient of friction protects cables

• It offers durability that resists pests and rodents

• Its lighter weight and gasketed couplings facilitate 

ease of installation while lower NECA labor rates 

translate into a less costly installation.

• Perhaps most importantly, it is available with 

shorter lead times and lower prices and is not sub-

ject to the current PVC shortage.

Even first-time installers comment on the ease of 

installation of Champion Fiberglass conduit. In fact, 

one recent customer was able to install three miles 

of conduit in underground duct banks in one day 

thanks to gasketed couplings, where no adhesive 

was necessary to join sections.

Our company has over 30 years of experience 

guiding contractors and installers through complex 

projects, and we utilize our team’s expertise daily 

in expediting unique shipping, packing, delivery, 

and installation requests. Discover how Champion 

Fiberglass® conduit provides a strong, durable, 

less costly solution to protect buried infrastructure 

for the long term.

Discover how Champion Fiberglass conduit pro-

vides a solution to the serious public safety and 

economic fallout caused by natural disasters like 

wildfires.     •

http://clickmetertracking.com/bucrope1
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Klein Tools (www.kleintools.com), for professionals since 1857, introduces the Premium Electrical Test 

Kit, a fresh take on a best-seller with new premium models.

Premium Electrical Test Kit (Cat. No. 69355)

• Refreshed kit that features three new product releases geared towards a variety of electrical testing 

applications

• Kit includes instructions and all required batteries

Manual-Ranging Digital Multimeter with Right-Angle Test Leads (Cat. No. MM320 – Exclusive to Cat. No. 

69355 and Cat. No. MM320KIT)

• Measures up to 600V AC/DC voltages, 10A DC current and 2-ohm resistance

• Also tests batteries, diodes and continuity

• Features include units displayed on large LCD, 

data hold, audible continuity, auto power-off 

and easy access to fuse compartment

• Back of meter contains built-in lead holders, 

mount for optional magnetic holder and kick-

stand

Dual Range Non-Contact Voltage Tester 

with Flashlight (Cat. No. NCVT3P)

• Dual range detection from 12 to 1000V AC or 

70 to 1000V AC

• Broad application with dual ranges for low 

and standard voltage

Klein Tools® Introduces Upgraded 
Version of Best-Selling Testing Kit
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• Bright flashlight may be used independent of voltage detection function\GFCI Receptacle Tester 

with LCD (Cat. No. RT250)

• Large, easy to read LCD display show voltage, faults and GFCI trip time

• Identifies common wiring faults on North American 120V outlets

• Patent pending detection of Open Neutral Open Ground wiring fault 

“Refreshing our tool kits gives us the opportunity to ensure trade professionals are getting the latest 

models of our tools at the best price,” says Sabrina Kalsi, product manager at Klein Tools. “The new 

Premium Electrical Test kit exclusively features the digital multimeter plus two other electrical testers, 

ensuring professionals have the necessary tools for a variety of electrical testing applications.”

For more information, visit www.kleintools.com/new-products or search for #NewKleins on social media.

www.kleintools.com/new-products    •

The OHV Pro is our answer to folks needing a stand alone, full featured scan tool for working on Agricultural, Construction, 
Mining and other Off-highway applications. Brands such as John Deere, Volvo, Caterpillar and CASE are covered. Perform 

bi-directional controls on hydraulics and special functions, such as injector coding, DPF regens and VGT calibrations.

8” Android Tablet   |  IP65 Rated   |   Bluetooth
®

 Wireless   |   Easy Updates   |   Remote Technician 

WWW.CANDOINTL.COM 909/CANDO-11(226-3611)

Big updates on 
CASE, New Holland, JCB

& John Deere

http://clickmetertracking.com/cando
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Tigercat builds the first model for cable logging operations.

The new Tigercat 180 swing yarder is purpose-built from the ground up. It combines the speed and 

stability of conventional yarders with the mobility and simpler controls of excavator-based yarders. The 

result is a powerful and versatile yarding machine for extreme terrain logging applications. The 305 

kW (409 hp) carrier was carefully designed with a component layout, hydraulic system, drivetrain, and 

boom system optimized for yarding. The result is high line pull, excellent stability, and efficient opera-

tion.

Designed to achieve exceptional stability, The 180 can achieve high line pull without the use of guylines 

in most operating conditions. The purpose-built undercarriage has a reinforced pedestal and carbody 

with an extended blade for added stability. The blade mounts are tied directly into the carbody for 

added strength. The machine can be quickly moved to the next set-up by simply lifting the blade. In 

Tigercat Enters 
Yarding Niche 

with 180



http://clickmetertracking.com/emarsinc
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operating situations where additional stability 

is required such as with extremely long yarding 

distances or low deflection conditions, a simple 

static guyline can be quickly set up. The ma-

chine still retains the ability to swing with this 

guyline attached.

The purpose-built winches are driven with 

efficient dedicated closed loop hydraulic circuits 

for smooth operations and infinitely variable 

speed control. The closed loop circuits provide 

energy when lowering the load for increased 

efficiency. Intuitive joystick controls, along with 

many programmable features reduce operator 

training time and increase production.    •

http://clickmetertracking.com/cleanfix
http://clickmetertracking.com/dorlen1
http://clickmetertracking.com/asi
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Tigercat releases the LX830E track feller buncher with the latest features and upgrades, including a 

redesigned debris management system and an upgraded operator’s seat.

The LX830E is a powerful and stable leveling feller buncher with a compact tail swing and a high perfor-

mance closed loop track drive system, well suited to steep slope thinning and final felling applications.

The updated E-series cab includes a new parallel action air ride seat with integrated heating and cool-

ing. The reclining seat is fully adjustable with seat angle and seat extension adjustment. The wider seat 

cushion and lumbar support provide operator comfort all day long. 

The HVAC controls feature a new infinitely variable fan speed control, adjusted on the control panel 



LX830 Feller 
Buncher  

Advances to 
E-series

or the machine control system touchscreen, adding to operator comfort. Multiple convenient storage 

locations with nets have been added to the cab to keep items secure.

A redesigned engine enclosure provides improved roof access for clearing debris. A boom slider also 

reduces debris build-up in hard-to-reach areas.

A hot shutdown feature has been added. This allows the turbo to sufficiently cool before stopping the 

engine, improving turbo life. A larger, spring-assisted pump cover allows for easier service access to 

the hydraulic pump area. Hydraulic enhancements include quicker anti-stall response, consistent an-

ti-cavitation flow and improved heat rejection.    •
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Tigercat is steadily growing its line of grapple attachments in an effort to provide end-to-end Tigercat brand-

ed solutions that integrate seamlessly with Tigercat loggers, loaders and shovel loggers.

The new butt-n-top and shovel clam grapples are built with durable boxed style jaws fabricated from high 

strength steel. Replaceable tine tips are made from abrasion resistant steel.

High quality, heavy duty components are used throughout. Cushioned cylinders, and a soft-start and stop 

slew hydraulic circuit prevent structural shock loads and promote extended grapple life while providing am-

ple speed and torque for excellent performance.

Hydraulic hoses are routed on top of the boom and under the connecting pin to best protect the hoses from 

damage. The BT08 and SC08 grapples are simple to maintain with easy access to daily service points and 

critical components. A sealed electrical box protects electrical components from the elements.

Butt-n-Top

With a 0,7 m2 (8 ft2) load capacity area, the BT08 butt-n-top grapple is designed to match up to the 865, 

875E and 880E series loggers. The overall design provides exceptional control of tree-length timber. The jaw 

profile rolls the logs into the load area to maximize load size and minimize cycle times.

Shovel Clam

The new Tigercat SC08 shovel clam 

grapple is designed for the LS855E 

and LSX870D shovel loggers. Also 

with a 0,7 m2 (8 ft2) load capacity, 

the shovel clam grapple provides an 

alternative to dangle style log and 

bunching grapples. The SC08 can 

enhance shovel logger functional-

ity and productivity by increasing 

control of the trees and the speed at 

which the operator can gather and 

manipulate the bunches.

Growing Line of Tigercat Grapples
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New S&P Global Commodity Insights report finds continuing efficiency improvements, as well as new tech-

nologies, are poised to overtake slowing production growth and result in absolute emission reduction by 

middle of this decade

By the middle of this decade greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from Canadian oil sands production should 

be in decline even as production continues to grow, according to a new comprehensive report by S&P Glob-

al Commodity Insights that takes into account current technology trends and production growth.

Entitled The Trajectory of Oil Sands GHG Emissions: 2009-2035, the report by the S&P Global Oil Sands Dia-

logue says that long-term trends of reductions to the GHG intensity of oil sands production are set to reach 

an inflection point around 2025. Immediate pressure on absolute emissions to rise is expected in the short-

term prior to that point. Absolute emissions are then expected to begin to decline from a level between 87-

89 MMtCO2e, even as production rises by more than 600,000 barrels per day during the same period (2020 

to 2025).

The findings of the report confirm a preliminary analysis from the same team released earlier this year. 

“GHG intensity improvements do add up,” said Kevin Birn, vice president, GHG estimation and coordina-

tion, S&P Global Commodity Insights. “Our latest analysis shows that, if existing trends continue, they will 

overtake pressure from a slowing growth profile leading to absolute emission declines within the next few 

years.”

Absolute Emissions from 
Canadian Oil Sands are 

Set to Decline Within 
Next Few Years Even as 

Production Grows

https://u22810944.ct.sendgrid.net/ls/click?upn=Heg0lo9wQsaFtsWOI0hFp7UZv-2Brfrb1X0FNWkt3PpwdEwb8Jekm1wwwK2D3bwwtgm4t8ui0mzbKWdMEoR0RdWQ-3D-3DbaGA_cc6LFFWSqH7J-2BgIe1FpDfA3krjwpGTHAyI2p9JppzS-2BzFSMQqNHG6d5oAAUX9lkKM6G5h1LVyVl9ccRl6FOwy7XlKL1KJv8RPW6GETjRblUT-2BN6SNPISKLfUvHEEC86CmJzQof3LjabcmajNQ3xarMVX1IjxNIi7EkMPCI56qxXl0YTeoj9Wizl9lfH-2B4zf50hrEYV17B7-2FLUOLAcovSAw-3D-3D
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From 2020 to 2035, S&P Global Commodity Insights projects GHG intensity of the Canadian oil sands could 

decline from 20-28% with some segments seeing much more dramatic reductions. Meanwhile, production 

growth in the study was projected to increase by more than 800,000 to 1.2 million barrels per day during 

this period. Most of that growth is expected to occur by 2025.

Efficiency improvements, including higher facility utilization rates as well as the roll-out and ramp-up of new-

er, less GHG-intensive operations have been leading contributors to past intensity reductions. These factors 

are expected to continue to play a role in future. However, carbon capture and storage as well as what S&P 

Global Commodity Insights is calling steam displacement technologies have the potential to result in more 

dramatic reductions.

“Although it can take time to be developed, carbon capture and storage is a wildcard when we look at tech-

nologies that can really make a difference for large industrial scale emitters like in the oil sands,” Birn said. 

“Another wild card is the increasing use of what we are calling steam displacements technologies in thermal 

oil sands operations. This category of technologies can materially reduce the steam, and thus emissions 

required to produce a barrel of oil.”

Steam displacement technologies physically replace steam required per barrel with solvents, or noncon-

densable gas like methane. These technologies can have large implications for oil sands thermal extraction 

emissions and can even result in increased productivity.

http://clickmetertracking.com/crosscountry
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“We were struck by the some of the success of steam displacement technologies occurring in the field,” Birn 

said. “They show great potential to influence future oil sands GHG emissions and even enhance the level of 

future production.

“This new S&P Global Commodity Insights analysis is arguably the most rigorous examination of oil sands 

GHG emissions to date and the findings that, even if current trends continue, absolute emissions are set to 

decline within the next few years are profound,” Birn said. “This may yet prove to be a conservative esti-

mate with both industry and governments in Canada vowing to take more material actions to lower the oil 

sands emissions profile and improve the long-term carbon competitiveness of the sector to better compete 

through the energy transition.”

S&P Global Commodity Insights estimates that the announced ambition of Oil Sands Pathways to Netze-

ro—a consortium of major oil sands producers representing more than 95% of industry output—could 

result in oil sands GHG emissions falling by 19 MtCO2e by 2030 relative to 2020. That is 17 MMtCO2e lower 

than S&P Global Commodity Insights projection for 2035. Recently the government of Canada announced it 

could be seeking even greater reductions from the sector. 

www.spglobal.com    •
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